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Abstract

Antepartum, intrapartum, and neonatal events can result in a spectrum of long-term neurological sequelae, including cerebral palsy, cognitive delay, schizophrenia, and autism spectrum disorders [1]. Advances in obstetrical and neonatal care have led to survival at earlier gestational ages and consequently increasing numbers of periviable infants who are at significant risk for long-term neurological deficits. Therefore, efforts to decrease and prevent cerebral insults attempt not only to decrease preterm delivery but also to improve neurological outcomes in infants delivered preterm. We recently published a comprehensive review addressing the impacts of magnesium sulfate, therapeutic hypothermia, delayed cord clamping, infections, and prevention of preterm delivery on the modification of neurological risk [2]. In this review, we will briefly provide updates to the aforementioned topics as well as an expansion on avoidance of toxin and infections, specifically the Zika virus.
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Introduction

Neurological insults result in significant immediate and long-term physical, emotional, and financial costs. Perinatal events can lead to long-term outcomes, including cerebral palsy (CP) and autism spectrum disorders. Clinicians desire to minimize adverse outcomes and maximize neuroprotective options. In recent years, the research in this area has been extensive and has included successes, failures, and inconclusive results. Owing to the spectrum and variation in long-term outcomes, most research has focused on a defined neurological entity such as CP or autism spectrum disorder. CP is used to describe a clinical spectrum of neurological impairment that may arise from various etiologies\(^1\). The majority of cases are congenital. CP occurs in 2 per 1,000 infants but is inversely affected by early gestational age and low birth weight, affecting 60 per 1,000 infants that weigh less than 1,500 g\(^1\). It is speculated that a decrease in preterm delivery would significantly reduce the incidence of CP, leading to the impetus for research on preterm birth preventive strategies such as progesterone.

At this time, there is support for many different management strategies that have the potential to minimize adverse neurological outcomes. The most widely used strategies are avoidance and prevention of risk factors such as infections, including the Zika virus, and progesterone to prevent preterm delivery. Magnesium sulfate and delayed cord clamping (DCC) have been accepted as prophylactic strategies. Treatment with therapeutic hypothermia in the neonatal period minimizes the impact of a neurological insult after it occurs.

Antepartum

Prevention of preterm delivery

The risks of intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH), CP, and neurological impairment are closely related to gestational age of delivery\(^1\); thus, prevention of preterm delivery is perhaps the most effective strategy for neonatal neuroprotection. There are currently three preventative options to consider: progesterone, cerclage, and pessary.

Although the functional properties of progesterone are not fully understood, a number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of progesterone in the prevention of preterm birth for women with a history of preterm birth or a short cervix visualized on ultrasound\(^1\). In 2012, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) recommended the use of weekly intramuscular hydroxyprogesterone caproate starting at 16 to 24 weeks’ gestation for women with a singleton pregnancy and a history of singleton preterm delivery\(^8\). This intervention has been demonstrated to reduce the risk of recurrent preterm birth by 40\%\(^1\).

Vaginal progesterone is preferred for women who do not have a history of preterm delivery but who have a cervical length of less than 20 mm on ultrasound. This practice is supported by a meta-analysis of five randomized controlled trials (RCTs), which demonstrate a reduction in preterm birth of less than 33 weeks in the vaginal progesterone cohort (12.4\% versus 22.0\%; relative risk [RR] 0.58, 95\% confidence interval [CI] 0.42–0.08)\(^3\).

The use of cervical cerclage is indicated among women with a history of preterm birth who are found to have a cervical length of less than 2.5 cm on ultrasound. Otherwise, cerclage is not recommended in the absence of a prior preterm delivery\(^6\).

Use of a cervical pessary has been examined extensively. In a study of 385 singleton pregnancies with a short cervix, a pessary was associated with a decrease in preterm deliveries of less than 34 weeks (6\% versus 27\%; odds ratio [OR] 0.18, 95\% CI 0.08–0.37)\(^13\). Several subsequent studies, however, failed to duplicate these results\(^11\–13\).

One subsequent study, by Fox et al., reported fewer deliveries prior to 32 weeks’ gestation with the addition of a cervical pessary to vaginal progesterone in twins with a short cervix (4.8\% versus 28.6\%, \(P = 0.05\))\(^3\).

In summary, weekly intramuscular hydroxyprogesterone caproate is recommended to reduce the risk of recurrent preterm birth among women with singleton pregnancies and a history of preterm birth, and vaginal progesterone is recommended for women with singleton pregnancies and a short cervix identified by ultrasound. Cerclage may be considered for women with a history of preterm birth who have cervical shortening despite weekly hydroxyprogesterone caproate. Pessary is unlikely to cause harm, but evidence to support its use remains mixed.

Magnesium sulfate

The neuroprotective effects of magnesium sulfate were documented in 1987\(^1\) because of the observation of a serendipitous decrease in IVH in infants delivered to women with preeclampsia. Results were replicated by Kuban et al. in 1992 with IVH rates of 4.4\% versus 18.9\% in infants delivered to those who received magnesium sulfate versus those who did not\(^6\). These observational studies were supported by five RCTs\(^17\–21\).

The proposed benefits of magnesium sulfate were accepted by the ACOG, and intrapartum magnesium is the standard of care for women at less than 32 weeks’ gestation who are at risk for delivery within 7 days\(^22\). Although studies have attempted to solidify the optimal dose of administration, a meta-analysis of three RCTs including 360 women failed to demonstrate superiority of a specific dosing strategy with analysis of neonatal or maternal morbidity\(^23\).

We therefore suggest that any combination of a 4 to 6 g load followed by 1 to 2 g/hour continuous infusion can be used; however, safety experts advocate that labor-and-delivery units use a single, standardized protocol to reduce the risk of medication\(^22\).

Meta-analyses have shown that antenatal magnesium sulfate for neuroprotection in preterm infants is associated with a reduction of CP at a corrected age of 18 to 24 months\(^24\–26\).

Long-term childhood studies have not demonstrated improved functionality in exposed newborns. A French RCT with an assessment of 503 children found a trend toward benefits in death/motor dysfunction (OR 0.79, 95\% CI 0.53–1.17) or cognitive difficulties (OR 0.89, 95\% CI 0.59–1.33) in school-age children after
**in utero** exposure to magnesium sulfate, but the benefits were not significant\(^2\). In a trial of 1,255 infants, Doyle et al. evaluated school-age children and demonstrated no differences in CP (OR 1.26, 95% CI 0.84–1.91) or abnormal motor function (OR 1.16, 95% CI 0.88–1.52)\(^2\). In addition, there is some concern about the associated risk of neonatal mortality (RR 0.8, 95% CI 0.62–1.03).

The mechanism underlying the neuroprotective effects of magnesium sulfate is not known. Proposed mechanisms include stabilization of rapid fluctuations in blood pressure, increased cerebral blood flow, and decreasing inflammation after hypoxia-ischemia and calcium-induced excitotoxicity\(^2\). However, antenatal magnesium sulfate was not associated with a decreased risk of brain injuries known to cause CP, such as severe IVH or cystic white matter injury, in several randomized trials that used ultrasound to diagnose brain injury\(^2\). A subset analysis of one randomized trial\(^2\) focused on newborns less than 32 weeks at birth and showed that magnesium sulfate was associated with a reduced risk of echolucencies and echodensities on cranial ultrasound\(^1\).

A recent study has also shown that antenatal magnesium sulfate is associated with a reduction of cerebellar hemorrhage on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) obtained soon after birth in preterm newborns\(^1\).

### Zika

Infections, including chorioamnionitis, cytomegalovirus, rubella, varicella, toxoplasmosis, and now Zika virus, have been associated with neurological impairment in the fetus. Concern about the neurological effects of viral infections has been increased by Zika virus awareness because of a recent increase in neurological abnormalities of infants in Brazil\(^1\).

Zika is a Flaviviridae virus that is transmitted by Aedes species mosquitoes. Initial cases of vertical transmission of Zika virus were recently described in French Polynesia in 2013\(^1\), followed by an outbreak of Zika in Brazil in May 2015\(^1\) that raised concern due to its association with neonatal microcephaly. The initial reports of causation were speculative\(^1\), but pathological studies have strengthened the association, which is now generally accepted as a major public health concern\(^1\). Vertical transmission from mother to fetus appears to be responsible for many cases of fetal brain abnormalities and microcephaly\(^1\). Transmission of the Zika virus has been reported in all three trimesters; however, more severe transmission is suggested to occur in the first trimester\(^1\). There is now biological plausibility based on confirmation of Zika by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction assay in affected fetal brain tissue\(^1\). This new outbreak has reminded us of vertical transmission risks of other infections in the Flaviviridae family, including hepatitis C (in humans) and bovine viral diarrhea virus (in cattle), known to cause hydrocephalus and microcephaly in young\(^1\).

In the absence of vaccines and treatments, for which research is in progress\(^1\), the current recommendations for women who are pregnant or immediately pre-conception are to avoid travel to regions that are affected by Zika virus and for women residing in affected regions to avoid pregnancy altogether. Most affected are asymptomatic\(^1\), and so for those exposed, testing algorithms were developed with recommendations for serial fetal ultrasounds if testing is positive or fetal abnormalities are identified. There have been multiple guidelines\(^1\) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention updates\(^1\), the most recent, published in March 2016, reported 39 affected countries or territories and recommended that women who have symptoms wait at least 8 weeks after onset to attempt conception and men wait 6 months. Men or women with possible exposure should wait 8 weeks\(^1\).

Although the Zika virus is newly identified, the potential for infectious diseases to cause harm to the developing fetal brain has been well documented. Ideally, pregnant women would have the opportunity to know their risk of infection and status of immunity and be equipped with strategies to avoid infection. The development of genetically based testing algorithms that search widely for viral or bacterial genetic material (or both) hold promise to help with diagnosis, but without treatment or vaccines, the only option for pregnant women is avoidance of exposure.

### Intrapartum

#### Delayed umbilical cord clamping

DCC has been associated with a potential 50% reduction in the risk of IVH in preterm infants, and therefore in 2012 the American Academy of Pediatrics and ACOG issued a committee opinion recommending a more-than-30-second delay in cord clamping for preterm infants\(^1\). This opinion was supported by several RCTs demonstrating increases in neonatal hematocrit (with reductions in the need for blood transfusion), reduced need for volume resuscitation, and decreases in IVH but without an increase in the risk of hyperbilirubinemia or other complications\(^1\). Proposed mechanisms for the benefits associated with DCC include an improved cardiovascular transition with ventilation prior to umbilical cord clamping\(^1\). The optimal timing for cord clamping in preterm infants is not known. A recent prospective cohort study of infants at less than 32 weeks comparing DCC 30–45 seconds versus 60–75 seconds suggested that longer delay was associated with reductions in hypothermia on admission (1% versus 5%, \(P = 0.01\)), surfactant therapy (13% versus 28%, \(P = 0.001\)), any intubation (27% versus 40%, \(P = 0.007\)), and any red blood cell transfusion (20% versus 33%, \(P = 0.008\)) during the hospitalization\(^1\). Umbilical cord milking may be an alternative to DCC; one study showed improved outcomes with milking over DCC\(^1\), although a long-term follow-up study showed no difference in Bayley III scores with umbilical cord milking as compared with DCC\(^1\). Other studies have been somewhat less clear with regard to the benefits of DCC. An RCT of 200 patients at less than 34 weeks’ gestation showed no difference in rates of transfusion despite a statistically significant difference in initial hemoglobin\(^1\). In that study, the rate of IVH was not statistically significantly different, although it tended toward a difference with 11.1% of delayed-clamping infants experiencing IVH versus 19.8% in the control group (\(P = 0.09\)). Another RCT, which included long-term follow-up of 208 preterm deliveries assessed at 18 to 22 months, showed no initial difference in IVH; however, Bayley scale motor scores were less likely to be below 85 (OR 0.32, 95% CI 0.10–0.90, \(P = 0.03\)) in the DCC group\(^1\).
For full-term infants, in whom the risk of IVH, hypotension, and need for transfusion is drastically lower, the potential benefits of DCC are primarily related to long-term anemia and its associated impacts on neurological development. In a recent meta-analysis of 15 studies with a total of 3,911 term gestations (>37 weeks), infants with immediate cord clamping were more than twice as likely to be iron-deficient at 3 to 6 months compared with DCC (RR 2.65, 95% CI 1.04–6.73). There were no differences in maternal outcomes, specifically in postpartum hemorrhage (RR 1.17, 95% CI 0.94–1.44); however, fewer infants in the immediate cord clamp group required phototherapy for jaundice than in the DCC group (RR 0.62, 95% CI 0.41–0.96)82.

In summary, although the data supporting the use of DCC are somewhat mixed, adequate studies demonstrate a benefit, particularly among preterm infants, and there is no evidence for significant harm. Thus, as a strategy for neuroprotection, a delay in umbilical cord clamping of at least 30 seconds is recommended.

**Neonatal Therapeutic hypothermia**

Therapeutic hypothermia is the standard of care for the treatment of hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) in term newborns83,84. Experiments in newborn animal models demonstrated that hypothermia initiated within 5.5 hours following a hypoxic-ischemic insult resulted in improved neuropathological and functional outcomes85,86. After the benefit of hypothermia in animal models was shown, clinical studies in term newborns were pursued to establish feasibility and safety83,86. Multiple large RCTs of therapeutic hypothermia in term newborns were subsequently pursued and this demonstrated that both selective head cooling and whole-body cooling are effective treatments for HIE87,88. However, whole-body hypothermia has the advantage of leaving the scalp accessible for electrophysiologic monitoring with electroencephalography (EEG) or amplitude-integrated EEG or both. Adverse effects of hypothermia include sinus bradycardia, lipolysis, and electrolyte abnormalities89.

Therapeutic hypothermia is associated with a reduction of seizures, and brain injury on MRI, as well as improved neurodevelopmental outcomes83–85. Advanced MRI studies have also shown that hypothermia is associated with improved markers of brain microstructure and metabolism86,87. Meta-analysis of the 11 RCTs, which included 1,505 term newborns in total, indicated that hypothermia is associated with a significant reduction of death or neurodevelopmental disability at 18 months (risk ratio 0.75, 95% CI 0.68–0.83; number needed to treat 7, 95% CI 5–10)87. Long-term follow-up of treated newborns has illustrated that the benefits of therapeutic hypothermia are sustained through middle childhood up to 7 years76,88.

Current clinical recommendations are to initiate hypothermia within 6 hours of birth in newborns older than 36 weeks at birth with moderate to severe encephalopathy and to continue hypothermia for 72 hours. Therapeutic hypothermia requires considerable resources and specialized equipment that are typically available only in tertiary care centers. Disseminating a broad community awareness of the symptoms of HIE and of the importance of prompt identification of affected newborns to enable initiation of hypothermia is critical to optimize access to this effective neuroprotective therapy.

Although neurodevelopmental outcomes after neonatal HIE have improved since the advent of therapeutic hypothermia, disability and executive dysfunction remain common, highlighting the urgent need for additional neuroprotective strategies. One such strategy is the optimization of therapeutic hypothermia. Shankaran et al. conducted a randomized trial to determine whether longer duration of cooling (120 hours) or deeper degree of cooling (32°C) or both are superior to cooling to 33.5°C for 72 hours81. The trial was closed early after a futility analysis revealed that longer cooling or deeper cooling or both did not reduce neonatal death. There are ongoing RCTs evaluating hypothermia initiated between 6 and 24 hours of age and continued for 96 hours in term newborns at least 36 weeks at birth (NCT00614744) as well as the safety and effectiveness of hypothermia for 72 hours in preterm infants with a gestational age of 33 to 35 weeks who present at less than 6 hours with moderate to severe neonatal encephalopathy (NCT01793129).

**Adjunctive therapies for hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy**

A number of promising neuroprotective agents are being evaluated as adjunctive therapies to therapeutic hypothermia. The ultimate goal is to identify subsets of patients who would benefit from a particular “cocktail” of adjunctive agents plus hypothermia in order to improve long-term outcomes after HIE. A strong body of animal model evidence supports the neuroprotective effects of erythropoietin82,83. In a phase I trial of erythropoietin plus hypothermia, Wu et al. demonstrated safety and feasibility of erythropoietin as an add-on therapy84. Wu et al. have recently completed a phase II RCT of erythropoietin plus hypothermia in 50 newborns with moderate to severe HIE and showed that erythropoietin-treated newborns had lower global brain injury scores on MRI after rewarming as well as improved motor function at 1 year85.

Xenon had abundant animal model evidence of a strong neuroprotective effect in combination with hypothermia; however, a proof-of-concept trial of hypothermia plus xenon in term newborns was recently stopped early because of a lack of benefit86. Trials of topiramate (NCT 01241019 and NCT 01765218), melatonin (NCT02621944), and clonidine (NCT 01862250) concurrent to hypothermia are under way. There continues to be interest in the use of banked umbilical cord blood for the treatment of HIE87, and a trial that planned to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of cord blood- and placenta-derived stem cells in term infants with severe HIE has yet to begin recruitment (NCT02434965). In addition, stem cells are being investigated for the treatment of CP resulting from heterogeneous etiologies, including neonatal HIE. Short-term follow-up in 328 participants with CP from five trials has indicated a small statistically significant beneficial effect of stem cell treatment on gross motor skills87.

**Future directions**

We have summarized the recent literature on perinatal neuroprotection; however, despite advances in prevention and treatment, the incidence in long-term adverse outcomes, such as autism, appears to be rising. Preterm delivery is far from being eliminated,
and infants are surviving at younger gestational age. Vaccinations and treatments for viruses seem poised to effectively treat Zika, but additional viruses and infections will likely emerge. Management strategies to reduce the risk of neurological insult in preterm and term infants are imperative. In addition, effective treatment in adjunct to therapeutic hyperthermia is desirable.
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